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5EDITORIAL ESSAY
IS THERE A QUAKER HERMENEUTIC?
In response to our asking the question, “is there a Quakerhermeneutic?” Hugh Pyper rightly sharpens the issue by asking
whether there ever could be, or even should be, such. Points well
taken! If discerning the leadership of the Holy Spirit is indeed the
interest in reading Scripture as a vehicle of revelation, the encumber-
ing of this venture with creaturely scaffolding, such as a defined
hermeneutical approach might imply, might not only sidetrack the
endeavor, but it could alter the character of interpretation itself. 
Then again, approaching the revelatory text expecting to be
addressed by the divine voice is a hermeneutical approach, and culti-
vating an awareness of the glories, as well as the foibles, of such ven-
tures contributes wisdom extending beyond Friends’ interests alone.
This being the case, noticing patterns and departures among the ways
early Friends read and regarded the Scriptures is sure to be of help for
later generations. As I reflect on these essays, several observations
emerge.
First, one is impressed with how pervasively scriptural early
Friends leaders tended to be. They felt they were indeed living in the
spiritual reality to which the Scriptures pointed and from whence they
flowed. In that sense, they saw their experiencing of immediate reve-
lation not as going against the Scriptures, but as fulfilling them. From
this perspective, they perceived Puritan delimitations of God’s self-
disclosure to a written text (and more narrowly, to a particular set of
doctrines about the Bible) as patently unbiblical. Exegetically, these
concerns were well founded, for the Bible points not to a text but to
the human-divine relationship with its vertical and horizontal impli-
cations.
Clarification on this matter is important, as historians and theolo-
gians too readily equate the Quaker discovery of divine immediacy as
being juxtaposed against Scripture, when this was largely not the case.
This error is often furthered by a common misinterpretation of 
Fox’s 1649 interruption of the Nottingham sermon (resulting in his
first imprisonment) where he cried out, “Oh, no, it is not the
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Scriptures…” but the “Holy Spirit, by which the holy men of God
gave forth the Scriptures…” that doctrines and judgments were to be
tried (Journal, Nickalls’ edition, p. 40). 
However, when you look closely at 2 Peter 1:19-21—the subject
of the disagreement—new insights emerge. It becomes entirely clear
that, rather than putting Scripture down for the sake of the Spirit,
Fox knew the Bible passage by heart and was correcting the preacher’s
exegesis—from memory—focusing on the sure work of the Holy
Spirit who inspired the prophets of old, from whom the Scriptures
flowed forth. In calling for the focus to be centered on the inspiring
work of the Holy Spirit Fox was asserting biblicality, not challenging
it. 
A second observation is that early Friends in their uses of
Scripture seemed to be caught between the joys of biblical discovery
and external accusations that they were less than biblical. We see this
clearly in all six of the present essays; because of experiencing the
truth to which the Scriptures pointed, the religion of the Bible came
to challenge religion about the Bible. Friends contributed to the chal-
lenge by condemning practices and doctrines seeming out of step
with the clear teachings of Scripture, and they sought to reform the
Reformers to the original standard of Christ, the prophets, and the
apostles.
Such challenges, however, were themselves met with hostility, and
Friends were forced to defend not only the scriptural bases for their
concerns, but also to assert their high regard for scriptural authority.
Again, early Friends’ challenges to purportedly biblical doctrines
were carried out in the name of what were held to be more authen-
tic biblical renderings.
This leads to a third observation: the indirect uses of Scripture by
Friends seem to be ordered by personal application, whereas the
explicit citing of passages, often found in slightly later stages of one’s
writings, tended to be more apologetic in nature. The discovery that
the God who spoke still speaks led to a variety of convictions rooted in
Scripture, and yet these convictions also came to have lives of their
own in the experiences of early Friends. 
For example, the belief that the Living Christ is come to teach his
people himself roots in John 14–16, and an interest in the heart of
God’s truth rather than the trappings (I like Fisher’s term, getting
into the marrow of the text) imitates the Jesus’ approach to the Law.
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Likewise, the belief that one’s “yes” should mean yes, and one’s “no”
should mean no is rooted in Jesus’ teaching and the epistle of James,
and the beliefs that one ought to love one’s enemies, that authentic
worship is to be in Spirit and in Truth, and that empowered ministry
and costly discipleship are the callings of every believer all root in
Jesus’ teachings. In fact, it is impossible to apprehend the basic con-
victions underlying each of the Friends’ Testimonies without taking
into account their origin in scriptural teaching.
In their responses to external challenges, Friends cited explicitly
scriptural passages as well as particular biblical authors in defense of
their positions. In refuting the allegation that they were not biblical-
ly minded, numerous assertions to the contrary flowed forth. As typ-
ified by Fisher, Friends also sought to assert that they were
advocating neither more nor less than what the Scriptures clearly
taught. In this sense, they were remarkably conservative in their
approach. 
With Fox and White we also see the appropriation of positive and
negative biblical associations—not surprisingly, with the group doing
the interpretation identifying itself with such images as the true Israel
or the children of light, and conversely, identifying its adversaries
with fallen Babylon and pharisaic scribes. Barclay’s Apology for the
True Christian Divinity, of course, became the most definitive scrip-
tural and theological defense of Quaker convictions, but its touch-
stone was not the doctrines or traditions of Friends. Rather, its
foundation was John 17:3—a biblical exposition of the source of
eternal life: knowing God and the one sent by God, Jesus Christ.
Again, as Bathhurst reminds us, the Scriptures point not to texts
but to the transforming power of God, inviting humanity to respond
in faith to the saving initiative of God historically and presently. It
was this foundational truth that Friends sought to internalize and
propound. Such a focus also serves as a reminder that the central
interest of early Friends was the recovery of primitive Christianity
rather than the founding of a new movement. Concern over this par-
ticular issue deserves special focus in considering the bases for Keith’s
disaffection with the evolving Friends movement as it emerged into
its third generation, but that’s a project for another time. 
So if one were to gather up the best from the examples of early
Friends in their uses of the Scriptures, how might one proceed in
constructing a serviceable hermeneutic for today? A place to begin
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may involve seeking to come to the biblical text openly and authenti-
cally—taking it personally as a means of divine revelation, and yet also
taking it seriously as a gathering of many ancient voices in differing
contexts, forms, and genres. In that sense, considering how the Bible
is true is every bit as important as believing that it is true. The read-
er is thus called to appreciate what the Bible is saying, as well as what
it is not saying, and above all to listen for the inspiring word that
comes from its inspiring source, the Holy Spirit. Especially with spir-
it-based traditions, the objective word of Scripture then serves as a
referent by which to check subjective leadings, and Friends affirm the
unity of the inspirational Source with its varied manifestations.
As Pyper puts it so well, what we need is a hermeneutics of self-
involvement and a logocentric engagement with the text. When that
happens, the prayerful reading of Scripture becomes a powerful way
in which Christ indeed comes to teach his people, himself. Even more
importantly, the world, beloved of God, is yet touched by the
changed and changing lives of those who in quiet contemplation have
themselves been inspired by Scripture’s inspiring Source. So if one
can enter again into the springwaters whence the rivers of inspiration
have flowed, one may forget hermeneutics altogether…then again,
the facilitating of such could be, and perhaps should be, our central
hermeneutical goal.
—Paul Anderson
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